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As the current EU Parliament term ends the Green Party has thanked its MEPs
for all their hard work to date and reinforced its commitment to continue to
fight for a better Europe.

London MEP Jean Lambert and South East MEP Keith Taylor will both retire
after serving on the European Parliament for 20 years and nine years
respectively. Molly Scott Cato, MEP for the South West since 2014, will stand
for re-election in the event the UK takes part in the upcoming EU elections.

Jean, Keith and Molly, along with former Green MEP Caroline Lucas, have
published a book recording 20 years of Greens in the European Parliament
titled ‘Greens For a Better Europe’. [1]

Jonathan Bartley and Sian Berry AM, co-leaders of the Green Party, Amelia
Womack, deputy leader of the Green Party, and Caroline Lucas MP said:

“Green MEPs have shown that having a Green in the room can change everything.
While the other parties fail to answer the great questions of our time – from
Brexit, to the housing crisis or the threat of climate change – Molly, Keith
and Jean have been at work making change happen. They have helped craft air
pollution laws which saw the UK Government taken to court, forced the
Government to publish its Brexit impact studies and improved and defended
vital working rights. All while working together with our European neighbours
to build a reformed Europe where we can all thrive.

“As we enter the next European election period it’s with great sadness we say
goodbye to Keith and Jean as they retire – but we are confident in the
knowledge there are Greens across England and Wales ready to fight with Molly
for a better Europe. Our brilliant Green MEPs are a formidable force for good
in the European Parliament and we will continue to work towards the Europe
and Britain we know is possible.”
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Notes:

1. https://www.waterstones.com/book/greens-for-a-better-europe/liam-ward//978
1907994883
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